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Case study 1 

 

Title: Land Rover Sustainability Programme 

 

Background 

In 2005, Greenpeace's invasion of Land Rover‟s manufacturing plant in the UK galvanised 

Land Rover into addressing its external image and internal development programmes. 

The company had already introduced a sustainable development policy and made product 

improvements but this had not been communicated specifically externally.  

 

Fuelled by the activities of Greenpeace and other anti-SUV groups, a proliferation of 

negative headlines began appearing in newspapers. Phrases such as “gas-guzzling 4x4s” 

became common currency for journalists at this time. 

 

The negative coverage that the company was receiving and the increasing focus on 

environmental issues in the media concentrated the company‟s attention on sustainable 

manufacturing and technology, and on the need for an external communications 

programme. 

 

Land Rover is now generating positive headlines in the national newspapers and making 

inroads into the specialist environmental press. For the first time ever the company is in 

open dialogue with many NGO and pressure groups. John Sauven, the Chief Executive of 

Greenpeace recently met Phil Popham, managing director of Land Rover. As a result of 

the meeting John will be making an official visit to Land Rover‟s HQ at Gaydon in 

Warwickshire to take a look at the sustainable technologies the company is developing. 

This represents a major breakthrough for the company. 

 

Strategy 

The strategy was to protect and promote the Land Rover brand with regards to 

sustainability, specifically to tackle the stigma around 4x4s and their environmental 

impact. This was done through positive messages about the company‟s product 

improvements, its conservation partnerships, and renewable energy investments as part 

of its leading CO2 offset programme.  
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The strategy recognised Land Rover needed to earn the right to talk about sustainability. 

However, it takes several years for technology to come into production. This limited what 

Land Rover could say and so initial media communication focused on manufacturing, 

conservation partner work and the CO2 offset programme, used as a transitional 

mechanism while sustainable technology is developed. In the past eight months 

technology has emerged, enabling us to showcase this development more proactively. 

Stakeholder meetings helped to gain advice and support for our communications. 

 

Implementation 

Technology – new technologies such as the electric rear axle drive (ERAD) hybrid engine 

and design concepts such as the LRX Concept Car, a 120g/km hybrid vehicle, were used 

to signpost a future direction for the company. Land Rover had always been successful at 

generating positive coverage in the motoring press but it was vital to our campaign that we 

reached opinion formers in the sustainability arena. We worked hard to build relationships 

with environmental and CSR journalists – the majority of which had had not previously 

spoken to Land Rover – to secure coverage in magazines and sections of newspapers 

that Land Rover had never been featured in before. 

 

CO2 offsetting – managed by Climate Care, a respected CO2 offset provider, Land Rover 

conducts the world's largest consumer offset programme. Investments are made in 

renewable energy projects such as wind and solar, technology change and energy 

efficiency. It was important that this was communicated in the right way – the programme 

was presented not as a solution to the problem but as part of an integrated approach to 

sustainability. Many journalists are sceptical of offsetting so it was essential that we spoke 

to the right journalists, in the right way. Over 50 items of coverage, with an advertising 

value of £220k have been generated highlighting the scheme. No negative coverage has 

been received for the programme since its launch in 2006. 

 

Conservation partners – Land Rover works in partnership with five conservation charities 

– The Royal Geographical Society, Earthwatch, Biosphere, Born Free and the Chinese 

Research & Exploratory Society (CERS) providing vehicle and financial support. The work 

with the partnerships demonstrates the role that these vehicles play in facilitating 

important conservation work. These programmes enabled us to reach customers and 
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potential customers via lifestyle and consumer media. Press trips demonstrating the 

important work of these organisations were provided for journalists. Notable highlights 

include working with CNN on a documentary in Tibet, produced in conjunction with CERS.  

 

The Red Cross – As part of its 60th anniversary, the company donated 60 vehicles to the 

British Red Cross. The vehicles were officially handed over to the President of the British 

Red Cross, HRH The Prince of Wales, during a garden party at Buckingham Palace. To 

announce this, a photo opportunity was set up at the Palace in which the 60 vehicles were 

arranged in the form of the Red Cross flag. The event generated over £170k worth of 

coverage in PR value. 

 

Stakeholder engagement – it was important to engage with existing natural allies (e.g. 

motoring organizations) and critics (e.g. environmental charities and NGOs). Meetings 

with potential supporters were focused on looking for opportunities to work together, whilst 

appointments with detractors were centred upon identifying some common ground and 

encouraging a more informed view of Land Rover‟s environmental impacts. 

 

Evaluation and measurement  

Twenty stakeholder meetings have taken place so far with a targeted but diverse group of 

organizations, including some NGOs that held quite negative views of Land Rover. These 

meetings have enabled the company to better inform these groups of actions being taken, 

future vehicles and to change perceptions and in some cases myths. Outcomes have 

included shared knowledge, partnerships and synergy of messaging on issues. 

 

What makes the campaign stand out?  

Land Rover is now being used as best practice in marketing publications with its sincere 

communications tone and consciously avoiding any „greenwash‟ to tackle what is the most 

contentious issue facing the company. In January 2008 the success of the UK work led to 

a rollout of the blueprint across 13 European markets. 

 

“The sustainability agenda is murky with unhelpful greenwash, yet Trimedia’s 

communication of Land Rover’s journey has never fallen into this trap; transparent, honest 

and credible.” Tom Idle, Editor of Sustainable Business. 
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Case study 2 

 
http://www.threepipe.co.uk 
 
Vodafone „Cut it Out‟ Campaign 2008  
 
 

Objectives:  

One of Vodafone‟s key corporate responsibility targets is to help reduce bullying by mobile 

phone, an increasing trend amongst young people who victimise others through text and 

video messaging. An estimated 450,000 young people are victims of bullying in the UK 

each year and the key aim was to educate young people about the negative impact of 

bullying and to provide practical advice to those being bullied. Teachers and parents were 

also key audiences for their role in spotting incidents of bullying and providing support.  

Vodafone tasked Threepipe to create an awareness and fundraising campaign to coincide 

with the Government backed Anti Bullying Week in November 2008.  

 

Strategy:  

Research shows that girls (aged 10 -16 years) are far greater users of phones for bullying 

than boys, who tend to resort to more physical intimidation. The campaign needed to 

creatively „stand out‟ to engage teenage girls and parents via mass consumer media 

whilst at the same time delivering serious messages about the consequences of bullying.  

A more formal educational programme would also be needed to encourage teacher 

participation. 

 

Campaign Partnerships:  

Threepipe approached Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber and The Really Useful Group, to set up 

a collaboration with the hit West End musical „Joseph and His Amazing Technicolour 

Dreamcoat‟.  The musical has been extremely popular within UK schools and wider 

general public for over 20 years and the show‟s leading star Lee Mead enjoys a high 

media profile and the following of millions of teenage girls and their mums!  The show 

features a bullying storyline, as Joseph is bullied by his brothers who are jealous of the 

technicolour coat given to him by his father, providing a strong connection to the issue.  

Lee Mead had also previously acknowledged that he had been bullied while at school and 

http://www.threepipe.co.uk/
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was keen to become the campaign ambassador.  

 

School children were given a unique opportunity to design seven brand new technicolour 

dreamcoats, which would be worn on stage by Lee Mead during Anti Bullying Week (the 

first time that the musical had ever worked in such a partnership and changed the format 

of the show).  Children were encouraged to design coats featuring symbols, slogans, 

imagery and materials to reflect how they feel about bullying.  Threepipe also worked in 

partnership with leading anti-bullying charity, Beatbullying, to create a campaign website 

which provided useful online resources for anyone with concerns about bullying, plus 

competition entry details and news updates throughout the campaign. The site also 

contained a schools pack for teachers to encourage entry into the Vodafone competition 

as part of classroom activity.  

 

Campaign Launch (September 2008):  

The campaign launched in September 2008, coinciding with the back to school period, 

with a series of national radio and print media interviews with Lee Mead, during which he 

talked openly for the first time about being bullied at school. An email newsletter was sent 

to Beatbullying‟s database of 3,000 schools with a link to the downloadable schools 

resource pack. This activity was supported by a media relations campaign into educational 

media. Ticket competitions to see the shows were placed in national and teenage girls 

media to promote the campaign.  Links to the campaign website were promoted via 

Vodafone.co.uk and the mobile portal Vodafone Live! Threepipe meanwhile worked with 

both the Mirror and ITN News to arrange a series of exclusive editorial opportunities to 

coincide with the launch of Anti Bullying Week. The Mirror and ITN were given access, via 

the charity, to children being bullied as well as to parents whose children had committed 

suicide because of bullying. This was extremely sensitive as none of the parents had 

spoken to the media before, but provided a powerful message about the seriousness of 

bullying.  

 

The Competition:  

2,000 individual entries were submitted in the four weeks that the competition was open. 

These were shortlisted into seven regional winners by a judging panel of Lee Mead, 

Beatbullying and Vodafone.   
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The chosen designs were handed over to students at the London College of Fashion to be 

turned into real dreamcoats to be worn on stage! Regional PR was carried out around the 

seven winning designers and the winning coat designs were given to leading teenage 

magazine, Bliss, which asked its readers to vote for their favourite overall coat design.  

The coat with the most votes was designed by four 13 year old girls from St Louis School, 

Ballymena, Northern Ireland. Their coat reflected their personal feelings about bullying 

caused by religious divide and was worn by Lee on the first day of Anti Bullying Week.   

 

Anti Bullying Week (17th-21st November):  

Threepipe organized a VIP event for the first Joseph performance of the week, attended 

by Government, charities and key media, allowing Vodafone to formally launch its Anti  

Bullying Week campaign. Lee wore all seven winning coats on stage during the week, 

making a speech about the campaign at the end of each show.   

 

Campaign Results:  

The response to the competition was phenomenal. In addition to the 2,000 competition 

entries, an astounding 40,000 teenagers registered their individual details to vote for their 

favourite coats on the Bliss website, within just one week.  The Mirror ran a double page 

spread for three consecutive days during Anti Bullying Week, writing about the campaign 

and featuring interviews with Lee and parents and children who had suffered bullying.  Lee 

also appeared live on the GMTV sofa to talk about the campaign and to reveal the winning 

coat. 91,000 theatre goers saw the show during the week and were all provided with 

Vodafone branded information about the campaign. Charity collections were taken at the 

end of each performance and the seven winning coats were auctioned on eBay to raise 

funds for Beatbullying. In total, the campaign delivered over seventy pieces of editorial 

coverage including twelve national print and broadcast hits. An advertising value of 

£353,000 was achieved and delivered a campaign ROI of 5:1. All items of coverage 

mentioned Vodafone and Beatbullying. Over £20,000 was raised for the Beatbullying 

charity which will fund school workshops in 2009.  
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